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Abstract
We have investigated the possibility to track and control correlation dynamics of valence electrons
in krypton (Kr) initiated by the absorption of one extreme ultraviolet (XUV) photon. In this
investigation, pump-probe experiments have been performed where monochromatized single
high-harmonics at photon energies 29.6, 32.8, and 35.9 eV have been used as pump to populate
different intermediate excited states. A temporally delayed near-infrared (NIR) pulse probes the
population of various decay channels via the detection of Kr2+ ion yields and its transient profiles.
We observe that by varying the NIR pulse intensity within a range from 0.3× 1013 to 2.6× 1013

Wcm−2, the shape of the Kr2+ transient profile changes significantly. We show that by varying the
intensity of the NIR pulse, it is possible—(i) to control the ratio between sequential and
non-sequential double ionization of Kr; (ii) to selectively probe quantum beating oscillations
between Kr+∗ satellite states that are coherently excited within the bandwidth of the XUV pulse;
and (iii) to specifically probe the relaxation dynamics of doubly excited (Kr∗∗) decay channels. Our
studies show that the contribution of different ionization and decay channels (i)–(iii) can be
altered by the NIR pulse intensity, thus demonstrating an efficient way to control the ionization
dynamics in rare gas atoms.

1. Introduction

Photoelectron spectroscopy with ultra-short femto- to attosecond pulses has been developed into a powerful
technique to capture ultrafast electron dynamics in atoms, molecules, nano-particles and solids [1–5]. In
recent applications, fundamental questions such as the delay in photoemission from atoms to solids [3],
electron correlations in multi-electron systems [3, 4], complex photoinduced dynamics in molecules
[3, 4, 6], and nano-particles [7–9] have been addressed.

Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy directly benefits from the sensitivity of kinetic energies of
emitted electrons to the specific electronic configuration of the sample. To understand experimental
time-resolved spectra, high-resolution steady-state electron spectra as well as support from theory are
instrumental. Main experimental challenges limiting high spectral resolution in electron spectroscopy are the
broad spectral bandwidth of ultrashort extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses, possible space-charge effects and
significant background signal often produced by strong laser fields or secondary electrons [10, 11].

Compared to electron spectroscopy, ion detection schemes are in many cases more robust and
straightforward. Indeed, ion charge states populated by a combined action of XUV and optical laser fields are
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usually less affected by background. Moreover, ions are less sensitive to distortions caused by e.g. electric and
magnetic fields in the interaction region. Selected examples of phenomena probed by ion charge state
spectroscopy on atoms are observation of strong-field induced tunnel ionization [12], time-domain
observation of the dynamics of Auger decay [12–14], study of Rabi oscillations, excited by the resonant
coupling of ionic ground to ionic excited states [15], as well as determination of lifetimes and cross-sections
of atomic excited states, populated by the absorption of XUV photons [16, 17]. Additionally, ion
spectroscopy has developed into a practical and very robust diagnostic technique to determine time-zero and
temporal resolution in XUV and near-infrared (NIR) pump-probe experiments [13].

The number of available decay channels accessible upon one-photon absorption in atoms may be huge
[18]. Therefore, the lack of sensitivity of ion spectroscopy to specific electronic configurations is commonly
considered as a main disadvantage of this detection scheme. One strategy to obtain better spectral selectivity
in ion spectroscopy was demonstrated recently [10]. By tuning the intensity of the probing NIR laser field, it
is possible to specifically select different groups of Auger decay channels, thus providing efficient control of
the dynamics of intermediate excited states in atomic krypton.

In the current study, we further investigate the possibility to control the dynamics of the available
ionization and decay channels following the absorption of one XUV photon in Kr atoms. We use high-order
harmonics (HH) 19, 21 and 23 to initiate excited state dynamics in Kr. Available steady-state spectroscopy
data and theoretical calculations allows us to identify intermediate excited states while using selected
harmonics. The synchronized NIR pulse then probes the population of various possible decay channels as
the intensity of the NIR pulse is varied within the range from 0.3× 1013 to 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2. We observe
that by tuning the intensity of the NIR probe pulse, different pathways caused by electron correlation
dynamics become visible in the measurement of the transient Kr2+ ion yield.

2. Experimental method

The experiment has been performed at the MAC end-station [19], at ELI Beamlines, located at the end of a
HHG beamline [20]. The Ti:Sapphire drive laser of the HHG beamline (Legend Elite Duo from Coherent)
operates at a repetition rate of 1 kHz with a central wavelength at 792 nm and the pulse duration of∼30 fs.
The drive laser has a pulse energy of about 12 mJ, and is passed through a 90:10 beamsplitter where the
reflected 90% drives the HHG beamline and transmitted 10% of the NIR pulse is directed out of vacuum and
coupled into the MAC chamber via a delay line. The HH are generated by focusing the NIR beam with a
spherical mirror of 5 m focal length into a Kr filled gas cell. For the time resolved measurements, the relative
delay between the XUV-pump and NIR-probe pulse was controlled by the delay line with a total travel range
of 1 m (6 ns), with a minimum temporal delay step of<3 fs.

A time-preserving grating monochromator [21, 22] located further down the HHG beamline selects a
single harmonic with a 200 µm slit. Residual NIR is filtered by a 200 nm thick Al-foil placed before the
monochromator. The photon flux in each harmonic was measured by an intensity-calibrated XUV
photodiode in the MAC vacuum chamber, and is 1× 107 photons/shot for HH19, 6× 106 photons/shot for
HH21, and 2× 106 photons/shot for HH23. The FWHM energy bandwidth for the harmonics is about
300 meV as measured by a flat-field XUV spectrometer located after the monochromator.

The XUV and NIR beams are focused colinearly into the interaction region according to the
experimental setup displayed in figure 1. The XUV beam is focused by an ellipsoidal mirror with 500 mm
focal length, and the NIR beam is focused by a lens of 200 mm focal length. The Kr sample gas (>99.99%
purity) is delivered into the interaction region by an effusive capillary placed a few millimeters from the focus
of the two beams. Ions created in the interaction region are accelerated by an electric field of 100 Vmm−1

between two accelerator plates, and detected by a microchannel plate (MCP) detector (Hamamatsu
F9892-31) placed∼200 mm from the interaction region. The spatial overlap of the XUV and NIR beams is
ensured by an imaging line using a Ce:YAG fluorescence screen in the focal plane. The XUV and NIR focal
spot diameters are about 30×40 µm2 and 15×30 µm2, respectively. The pulse duration of the XUV pulse is
comparable to the driving NIR pulse, and is<50 fs. The probe NIR pulses experience temporal broadening
while propagating through optical elements and in air, and its temporal width inside the experimental
chamber is measured to be∼150 fs from FROG measurements. The NIR-probe beam is attenuated by
neutral density filters placed in front of the experimental end-station. The uncertainty in the estimation of
the NIR intensities is about 25%, based on the combined uncertainty from the power meter, Gaussian focus
spot size diameter (1/e2), and estimated losses on optical surfaces.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup inside of the MAC end-station. The XUV and NIR beam are colinearly propagating via a hole
mirror at 45◦. Ions that are created in the interaction region are accelerated toward a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The
sample gas is delivered to the interaction region by an effusive gas needle.

3. Results and discussion

Our present time-dependent investigation of the Kr+ satellite states is made using HH19 (29.6 eV), HH21
(32.8 eV), and HH23 (35.9 eV) as the XUV-pump, and a NIR probe (1.56 eV) in a range of intensities
between 0.3× 1013 to 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2. In this NIR intensity range only a small amount of Kr+ in the
lowest lying electronic states can be produced [17], which is also confirmed in our Kr2+ ion yield
measurements. At intensities up to about 2× 1013 Wcm−2, direct double ionization is about seven orders of
magnitude lower than single ionization with the NIR alone [17]. Therefore, the path to generate a significant
amount of Kr2+ is through XUV photo-ionization and -excitation of the Kr to satellite states above the 4 s−1

threshold, which are then further ionized by multi-photon NIR absorption. The intermediate Kr+∗ satellite
states populated by the XUV pulse are relatively long-lived (≫1 ps), therefore the transient profile of the
Kr2+ signal can be approximated by a smoothed step function [13]. At 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2 a noticeable
amount of singly ionized Kr is produced by the NIR pulse alone, which can be seen from a non-zero offset of
the ion yield at negative time delays (see figure 3(d)). The photoionization processes of atomic Kr by HH19,
HH21, and HH23 leading to the population of the satellite states have partial cross sections about 2 to 3
orders of magnitude higher compared to the photoionization leading to the 4p64 s−1 2S1/2 final state [17].
Therefore, it can be assumed that the dominant contribution to the Kr2+ ion yield signal comes from
multi-photon ionization of satellite states.

The time-dependent ion yield for Kr2+ as a function of the HH23-pump NIR-probe time delay, is shown
in figure 2(c). The ion yields are obtained from the integrated ion spectra from 3000 laser pulses at each delay
position. The time resolution and maximum time overlap between the XUV and NIR pulses were determined
from the HH15-NIR pump-probe ion yield signal obtained from helium (He) atoms (figure 2(c)). To reach
the single ionization threshold for He, the combined energy from one HH15 (23.4 eV) photon and one NIR
(1.56 eV) photon is required, as seen from the energy level diagram in figure 2(a). The profile of the transient
signal may then be described as a Gaussian convolution of the XUV and NIR pulses, with the maximum
overlap of the beams representing time zero, as seen in figure 2(c). The time zero for all other measurements
in this study is therefore taken as relative to the delay line position obtained from He HH15-NIR
pump-probe measurements. The Kr2+ ion yields obtained with HH23 follows a step-like transient profile as
a function of the pump-probe time delay, which is in good agreement with the work reported in [17]. The
step in ion yield is characteristic of sequential two-color double ionization via long-lived (≫ps) Kr+∗

satellite states, as illustrated in figure 2(b). The satellite states involved in this process have been identified by
earlier studies [23–26], and are populated by either the process of shake-up following 4p photoionization or
configuration interaction (CI) following 4 s photoionization. Aside from sequential double photoionization,
no other pathways leading to doubly ionized Kr may be discerned from the time dependent ion yields
recorded at NIR intensities between 0.3× 1013 to 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2, as previously reported in [17].
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Figure 2. Illustration of the XUV-NIR pump-probe schemes and energy level diagrams for (a) direct two-color multiphoton
ionization of He and (b) sequential XUV-NIR double photoionization of Kr. (c) Example of ion yields as a function of
pump-probe delay showing direct multiphoton two-color ionization of He and sequential HH23-NIR pump-probe of Kr. He+

ion yield (green dots) recorded at HH15, and fitted with a Gaussian curve (orange solid line). Kr2+ ion yield (blue dots) are
recorded at HH23, and fitted with a smoothed step function (red solid line).

3.1. Electron correlation dynamics initiated by HH21
Measurements of the time-dependent Kr2+ ion yield with HH21 as pump pulse can be seen in figure 3.
Compared to the corresponding measurements with HH23, the Kr2+ ion yields obtained with HH21 shows
more structure. In addition to the step-like behavior, there is an enhancement of the yield starting from zero
time delay, which we attribute to simultaneous non-sequential two-color multi-photon double ionization. In
figure 3, the ion yields have been fitted by sums of smoothed step and Gaussian functions, representing the
sequential and non-sequential pathway contributions, respectively. A clear gradual change of the shape of the
ion yield curves can be seen as the NIR intensity is increased from 0.3× 1013 to 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2. The
direct two-color multi-photon double ionization is more pronounced at lower NIR intensities, and not
discernible at an intensity of 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2. The relatively lower signal from the non-sequential path
may be attributed to an increase in tunnel ionization from the populated satellite states in Kr+ with
increasing NIR intensity. Our finding is supported by the study of multi-photon double ionization in helium
in one-color NIR-field [27], where the non-sequential multi-photon ionization is dominant at low NIR-field
strength and the sequential mechanisms contributes more with increasing NIR-field strength. The case for
XUV-NIR two-color non-sequential double ionization in helium has been investigated in [28]. According to
[28], the XUV laser field mainly determines the probability of the double ionization and the NIR mainly
contributes to the line width in the above threshold ionization (ATI) spectrum, which is in line with the
relatively lower contribution of non-sequential double ionization at higher NIR intensity in figure 3.

The ratio between the Gaussian and smoothed step function amplitudes versus the NIR intensity is
shown in figure 3(e). This plot gives an estimate of the amount of sequential double ionization that goes
through long-lived satellite states relative to the amount of non-sequential pathways as a function of the NIR
intensity. The earlier study in [17] did not report the appearance of non-sequential ionization in the Kr2+

ion yield, which may be explained by the relatively high NIR intensity (2× 1013 Wcm−2) used. Indeed, the
transient profile of Kr2+ ion yields obtained above 2× 1013 Wcm−2 (see figure 3(d)) in our study is similar
to the previously reported measurement with HH21. The ion yield in figure 3(d) is dominated by the signal
from the sequential pathways, therefore the data point at 2× 1013 Wcm−2 is not included in figure 3(e). An
estimated upper limit to the ratio between the Gaussian and step function amplitudes is<0.3. Below this
limit the shape of the transient profile is dominated by the step function.

In addition to the sequential and non-sequential contributions to the Kr2+ transient ion yield, an
oscillatory feature is resolved with HH21 at NIR intensities below 0.9× 1013 Wcm−2 (figures 3(a) and (b)).
The oscillations arise from quantum beating of interfering neighboring satellite states, which has previously
been experimentally and theoretically investigated in depth for the case of Ne [29]. The quantum beating is
the result of photoionization of bound time-dependent electron wave packets by a short laser pulse, as
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Figure 3. Kr2+ ion yields as a function of XUV-pump and NIR-probe delay, obtained with HH21 at four different NIR intensities
(a)–(d). Measured ion yields (blue line and dots) are fitted with a sum of a smoothed step (purple dashed line) and a Gaussian
(green dashed line) functions. The combined fits of the ion yields are plotted as red solid lines. (e) Shows the ratio between the
Gaussian and smoothed step function maximum amplitudes versus of the NIR intensity. Error bars show the 95% confidence
bound obtained from the fits. Note the longer time scale in (a).

Figure 4. The Fourier analysis (blue solid lines) of the quantum beat oscillations (a) in the Kr2+ ion yields obtained with HH21
and NIR intensities of 0.3× 1013 (figure 3(a)) and 0.6× 1013 Wcm−2 (figure 3(b)). Illustration of the origin of the quantum
beat oscillation in Kr+∗ excited with HH21 at low NIR intensity (b) and at higher NIR intensities (c).

visualized in figures 4(b) and (c). The XUV (HH21) pulse may photo-ionize and -excite the Kr atoms to a
coherent superposition of satellite states, which may be further photoionized by the NIR pulse. The quantum
beating arises from the interference of the ionization pathways leading to the same final state in the
continuum. The beating period of the ion yield reflects the energy difference between the involved states, and
may be used for time-dependent tracing of Rydberg electrons [30] and spin precession in coherently excited
states [31]. In order to quantify the oscillations in the ion yields, Fourier transformation was performed using
the limits of the delay scan from 0 fs up to the end of the scan. The quantum beating in the Kr2+ ion yield
obtained at NIR intensities of 0.3× 1013 and 0.6× 1013 Wcm−2 is shown in figure 4(a). The limits for the
time integration gives a corresponding maximum energy resolution in the Fourier frequency of about 2 and
5 meV for the ion yields obtained at 0.3× 1013 and 0.6× 1013 Wcm−2, respectively. The Fourier analysis for
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Table 1. Possible states involved in the quantum beat oscillations in the Kr2+ ion yield obtained with HH21 (32.8 eV).

Numbersa State assignmentsb ∆Ec (meV)

11–12 (1D)5s 2D5/2 − (3P)4d 4F7/2 8
13–14 (3P)4d 4P1/2 − (3P)4d 4F5/2 22
27–28 Unknown–unknown 12
28–29 Unknown–(3P)5p 2P1/2 16
35–36 Unknown–(1S)5s 2S1/2 20
38–39 (1D)4d 2D5/2 − (1D)5p 2F7/2 23
42–43 (1D)4d 2P1/2 + (1D)5p 2D3/2 - (

1D)5p 2P1/2 6
42–44 (1D)4d 2P1/2 + (1D)5p 2D3/2 - (

1D)5p 2D5/2 16
43–44 (1D)5p 2P1/2 − (1D)5p 2D5/2 10
a Numbers according to observed peaks in [25].
b State assignment given in table 1 in [25].
c Energy difference between states given in [25].

the ion yield recorded at 0.3× 1013 Wcm−2 shows several resolved peaks below 25 meV, with the three main
peaks at about 5, 10, and 14 meV. State pairs that can be populated by HH21 and that may be the source of
the beating can be identified from the works in references [23, 25, 26], and are listed in table 1. The table also
contains several state pairs that could be the origin of the weaker quantum beat oscillations obtained between
17 and 25 meV. The Fourier analysis for the ion yield recorded at 0.6× 1013 Wcm−2 is less resolved, and
shows a single broad peak with maximum at about 11 meV. A limiting factor for the observation of quantum
beating oscillations above 25 meV is the relatively long temporal width of the NIR pulse of 150 fs (∼27 meV).

Note that as the NIR intensity is increased above 0.6× 1013 Wcm−2, the beating oscillations are
gradually suppressed, and at a NIR intensities above 1.9× 1013 Wcm−2 no clear beating can be seen in the
ion yield signal. In the study of quantum beating in excited Ne by Geiseler et al [29], a strong oscillation
amplitude that increases with the NIR intensity in the 0.5 – 2.5 TWcm−2 range was observed. This was
attributed to the increase of AC Stark shift or stronger coupling to different states with increasing NIR
intensity. Indeed, the NIR laser intensity may modify the excited-state wave packet during the ionization
while an increasing NIR intensity facilitates AC Stark shifts, which may lead to smaller energy separation
between the satellite states [29]. This may in principle induce either an increase or a decrease of the beating
amplitudes. In the case considered here we suggest that at a low NIR intensity the dominant ionization
pathway to reach Kr2+ from the satellite states involves the absorption of an exact number of NIR photons to
overcome the double ionization energy, as illustrated in figure 4(b). As the intensity increases, the probability
to absorb more photons above the double ionization energy also increases, i.e. ATI. The probability of higher
order ATI depends strongly on the NIR intensity, which means that a larger number of final electronic states
in the continuum may be reached at higher NIR intensities. This is illustrated in figure 4(c). As the intensity
increases, multiple pathways that are leading to different final states become possible. Therefore, the
interference of the coherently excited wave packets is effectively suppressed at high NIR intensity. We suggest,
that due to the relatively high intensity of>2× 1013 Wcm−2 quantum- beating oscillations are suppressed
by higher order ATI and are therefore not observed in the transient Kr2+ ion yields, similar to [17]. Also, no
quantum beating oscillations can be seen in the ion yields obtained with HH23, which may also be explained
by higher order ATI that effectively suppresses quantum interference of final states in the continuum. At
HH23, even higher energetic satellite states may be reached, i.e. an even lower NIR intensity is required for
the final double ionization process resulting in a much lower NIR intensity required to observe quantum
beat oscillations with HH23 as pump compared to HH21.

3.2. Electron correlation dynamics initiated by HH19
Measurements of the time-dependent Kr2+ ion yields with HH19 as pump can be seen in figure 5. Compared
to the ion yields recorded with HH21 and HH23, the shape of transient Kr2+ ion yield recorded with HH19
is highly sensitive to the NIR intensity. At a NIR intensity of 0.3× 1013 Wcm−2 the ion yield is dominated by
an enhanced signal close to zero pump-probe delay, while at higher NIR intensities a gradual enhancement of
the ion yield at longer delays is observed. The total Kr2+ ion yields in figure 5 can be fitted well by the sum of
a smoothed step function and a Gaussian function convoluted with an exponential decay. Similar as for the
ion yields obtained with HH21 and HH23, the smoothed step function originates from the sequential double
photoionization pathways involving the long-lived satellite states above the 4 s−1 2S1/2 threshold (∼27.5 eV).
The satellite states that can be reached by HH19 are mainly populated by shake-up following 4p
photoionization, with (3P)5 s and (3P)4d as the leading configurations [17, 24, 25]. Compared to the ion
yields obtained with HH21 and HH23, the ones recorded with HH19 have a much smaller relative
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Figure 5. Kr2+ ion yields as a function of XUV-pump and NIR-probe delay, obtained with HH19 at different NIR intensities
(0.3–2.6× 1013 Wcm−2) (a)–(g). Measured ion yields (blue circles) are fitted with a step (purple dashed line) and a Gaussian
function convoluted with an exponential decay (green dashed line). The combined fits to the ion yields are plotted as red solid
curves. (h) Shows the ratio between the Gaussian and smoothed step functions maximum amplitudes versus of the NIR intensity.
Error bars show the 95% confidence bound obtained from the fits.

contribution of sequential two-color double photoionization, especially for the yields recorded at the lower
NIR intensities. This is explained by the higher binding energy of the states that can be populated by HH19
compared to the binding energy of states that can be populated by the higher harmonics [23–26].
Furthermore, the ion yields in figure 5 reveal fast electron dynamics as represented by the fit of a Gaussian
function convoluted with an exponential decay. The ratio between the Gaussian and smoothed step function
amplitudes versus the NIR intensity is plotted in figure 5(h). This plot provides an estimate for the relative
contribution of sequential double ionization that goes through the long-lived satellite states as a function of
the NIR intensity.

The main feature that can be noted from the convoluted Gaussian is the exponential decay τd = 160± 25
fs (figures 5(a)–(f)) of the ion yield signal around zero pump-probe delay. Similar long decay times have
previously been observed in inner-shell relaxation dynamics in noble gas atoms [13, 18]. We cannot identify
the energetic origin from the ion measurements, which prohibits a further complete assignment. Note that,
the presence of multiple close lying short-lived two-electron states within the energy bandwidth of the XUV
cannot be resolved in the ion yield under our experimental conditions, but will affect the apparent value of
the decay time τd.

At higher NIR intensity (2.6× 1013 Wcm−2), the decay time decreases to τd = 20± 5 fs. A reason for
why the τd decay time decreases with increasing NIR intensity is not yet understood. However, within the
energy bandwidth of HH19 (29.6± 0.15 eV) several doubly-excited states (Kr∗∗) may be reached with the
(1D)4d5p main electronic configuration [32, 33], which has much shorter lifetimes compared to the singly
ionized satellite states. The lifetimes of the strongest two-electron excited states are about 14, 34, and 19 fs as
predicted theoretically in [33] for the state numbers 13, 14, and 15, respectively. We suggest that one possible
origin for the short decay time τd = 20 fs recorded at 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2 NIR intensity may be due to these
doubly excited states.

Notably, at a NIR intensity of 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2, an oscillatory feature in the ion yield recorded with
HH19 emerges (figure 6). The Fourier analysis gives a frequency maximum corresponding to about 11 meV
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Figure 6. Fourier analysis of the quantum beating in the ion yield observed with HH19 at a NIR intensity of 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2

(figure 5(g)).

(with 5 meV energy resolution) which is comparable to the most intense oscillations obtained with HH21
(figure 4(a)). Other smaller frequency peaks can be seen at about 4 and 18 meV, which is similar to what is
observed in figure 4(a). This similarity may indicate that the same states are involved in the quantum
beating. However, no satellite states with the energy separation corresponding to a quantum beating of
<30 meV can be directly populated by HH19 alone. A possible explanation to the quantum beating resolved
in figure 6 is that the NIR pulse starts to couple satellite states populated by HH19 up to other bound states
above 29.6 eV (HH19) which are then photoionized within the same NIR pulse. This scenario is similar to
the observation reported in [29].

4. Summary

In conclusion, monochromatic XUV radiation from HHG and high-intensity NIR pulses have been
employed for a pump-probe investigation of excited satellite states following 4p−1 and 4s−1 photoionization
of Kr on the femtosecond time-scale. Kr+∗ and Kr∗∗ satellite states were populated by single high harmonics
HH19 (29.6 eV), HH21 (32.8 eV), and HH23 (35.9 eV), and temporally delayed NIR pulses of variable
intensities were used to probe the dynamics of these intermediate states via the creation of Kr2+ ground state
ions. The delay-dependent NIR-XUV pump-probe studies in this work reveal a possibility to control the
observed dynamics. We show, that by tuning the intensity of the NIR probing field in the range between
0.3× 1013 to 2.6× 1013 Wcm−2 it is possible (i) to control the ratio between sequential and non-sequential
double ionization of Kr; (ii) to selectively probe quantum beating oscillations between Kr+∗ satellite states
excited by the XUV pulse; and (iii) to specifically probe short-lived (<150 fs) doubly excited (Kr∗∗) decay
channels. Our study demonstrates that the intensity of the NIR probing pulse is a critical experimental
parameter for the multiple processes leading to doubly charged Kr ions through sequential and
non-sequential pathways. As the NIR-probe intensity is increased, the sequential pathways through excited
satellite states becomes more dominant in the contribution to the Kr2+ ion yield. In addition to the
sequential and non-sequential contributions to the ion yield, NIR intensity-dependent oscillations, arising
from quantum beating between neighboring satellite states, are observed. The amplitude of the quantum
beat oscillations decreases with the NIR intensity for HH21 and increases for HH19. A possible explanation
is the larger spread of final electronic states in the continuum at higher NIR intensities, as well as the
potential coupling of the beating states to other satellite states with the NIR pulse.

Time-resolved XUV spectroscopy using HHG is a strong experimental technique for the study of
ionization or de-excitation pathway. Our Kr ion charge-state spectroscopy investigation with HH19, HH21,
and HH23 demonstrates the possibility to control contributions of certain ionization or de-excitation
pathways by careful adjustment of the intensity of the NIR probing pulse. Combined with high-resolution
photoelectron spectroscopy, this approach can contribute to further developments of time-resolved
techniques using pulsed coherent XUV sources.
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